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Run # 1001- May 3, 2018
Hare(s): Lady Mz Daizy, Mustang Sally & Wee
Little Bladder
Location: Kinex Area
Prelube: Hudson’s cold patio
On On: East 40th
Scribe: Chips A Whore

Little Red Deer Hasher Hood

The runners had all started off in trail on this fine day to
have a great social run and end up at the Hash Hold to
enjoy a fine beer and some licorice. Up front knowing
Daizy and Wet Denim this would be a very long run
with many long false trails and shoe tying by the hare-y
Wolves to throw us off the trail. They have been
previously banned for their shenanigans from being
allowed to hare together but here we are again. It started
Chips’ Fairly Tall Tales
off innocent enough as we were directed on Arrow and
on the correct path. It didn’t take long for us to realize
A collection of timeless classics
that the Hare was setting us up to be running all over the
Sir Cums A lot and the three Hares
forests and paths confusing us and leading us to long
Sir Cums A Lot was strolling along trail when he cummed
false trails. We feared for the virgin Zach as he was not
upon the swill, Gross.
pre warned of what to expect. We ran past areas with
needles on the ground, upstairs down hills, then back up
He sampled the No name chips…too plain. He sampled the
hills. Always checking slightly over 100 hash meters (we
kettle crunch hickory flavoured…..too flavourful. He then
measured) thinking we were ON just to find out we were
sampled the liquorice and because it was red licorice it was
at yet another false trail. Often running across the Hare
just right…so delicious. He became thirsty so he tried the
tying her shoes trying to trick us into yet another
Coop brand beer…not fancy enough. He then tried the
misguided venture. Thinking we would be lost in the
Keith’s….too overrated. Starving for something tried the
Pilsner…by then he didn’t fucking care so drank it anyways. trees for days we were startled to hear quite early in the
run the words HASH HOLD. Everyone cheered and
Along the trail he tried walking…too slow. Tried
running….too fast. So he decided to lay on the ground at the realized that the hares are not as mean as they had been
top of the hill and have a fucking nap. Some time passed and in the past and were really sheep in wolf’s
clothing…which made sense as Wee Little Bladder as
the three Hares arrived. They had noticed that someone had
been eating their chips….Wee Little Bladder whining again the third Hare (sheep reference) Like a shot in the wind a
convertible appeared out of nowhere. It was Preemie of
complained that someone had eaten all of his licorice.
the south who has been snowbirding it down in Phoenix.
Looking to the side they saw Sir Cums A Lot drowning in
He nearly missed the Hash Hold as he knew the hares
his own drool sleeping and kicked him in the nuts to wake
him up. Turned out Wee is the only human on earth who likes were normally crooked and expected us to be there an
hour later. During circle he brought the axe down by
Black Licorice so in the end no harm no foul.
punishing the hares and proclaiming them to be
becoming soft.
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Chips A Rella
This is a story of a ridiculously good looking, hard
working, humble and modest gentleman. Chips A Rella
often found himself helping out doing tasks to help people
out. At times the evil RA Cum Honour would pick on
Chips A Rella and make him do tasks that no one else
wanted to do. Chips A Rella would always be willing to
help out whenever possible because of his good nature.
An announcement of “Run# 1001 – Run of the Year” got
Chips A Rella quite excited. Everyone would be going to
this run as the weather was great and it had the best of the
best for hares. The evil RA Cum Honour had a whole
bunch of extra tasks he then dumped on Chips A Rella,
which was going to make it so he couldn’t go to the run.
Chips A Rella sad and dejected knew he wouldn’t make it
to prelube and was going to miss the run. Like a fairy
godmother Dripping Wet Gap appeared out of nowhere
and stated you will be going and if we hurry up we can
even hit prelube. Chips A Rella was elated he put on his 3
year old shoes that he had drank out of 4 times. Arriving
late to the prelube and partaking in the Run of the year
Chips A Rella found himself at the end of the run in
circle missing one of his very old shoes.
The evil Cum honour was holding Chips’ shoe, which
was quite old and was forcing Chips to drink from his
very old shoe because he was so angry that Chips was
able to attend the Run of the Year. The circle in disgust
forced the evil Cum Honour to drink out of his brand
new shoes, which he should have been doing anyways
especially because the virgin Zach he made cum was also
wearing shoes with the price tag still on them. The crowd
cheered and threw Cum Honour’s shoe up in the tree.
Unrelated they also made Sir Cums a lot lie on the
ground and drink from a large Penis shaped flask. Sir
Cums looked like he has done this many times before like
probably every weekend ;)
ONON

CHIPS A WHORE

Upcuming Runs
Run # 1002- May 10, 2018
Hare(s): Cum See By Box
Location: Mountain Bike Park (79th st and 48th ave)
Prelube: JD’s
On On: Mr Mikes

Run location

RDH3 1000th Run Crawl and Sprawl Weekend - June
22nd / 23rd
Cum One Cum All!!
The RDH3 is celebrating its 1000th run the weekend of
June 22nd.
We would love for everyone to join us in this momentous
event.
Location: Poplar Ridge Hall Red Deer County (map to
follow)
Camping available Friday June 22nd after 6pm and Saturday
Evening at Poplar Ridge Hall. (no hookups)
Runs / main event to start Saturday June 23rd at 12pm
Cost for the weekend is $69 (GST included)
which can be etransferred to Chips A Whore
at chrball69@gmail.com
What do you get?
Camping all weekend with access to serviced Hall
Great Haberdashery
Beer
BBQ Saturday night
Beer
Some fantastic runs
Beer
A weekend with some pretty awesome people
We all Hope to see you all out to celebrate
ON FUCKING ON
Chips A Whore
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